Problem Statement:
This project aims to provide the community with an open-source and open-architecture motor module designed from off-theshelf components (COTS) and capable of transporting a 1kg payload. The motor modules (MM) shall be designed for multiple
platform configurations, and shall be able to receive individual drive and steering commands.

Objectives/Scope:

Assumptions & Constraints:

•Transport of a 1kg payload
•Withstand abuse (robust)
•Open-source / open-architecture design
•Wireless control between a computer and
motor module
•Compact and lightweight
•Utilize existing RP design knowledge
•Recognizable as RP Family Project
•Limited fleet production goal

•Utilize off-the-shelf components
•Motors will be controlled by a pulse width modulation (PWM) signal
•Utilize encoder feedback for navigation
•Provide infinite steering rotation
•Utilize existing design knowledge, RP10 steering motor for RP1 drive
motor
•Continue vertical configuration of motors
•MM’s will be individually addressable
•Common mounting system of MM’s
•DC powered
•Functionality to be tested on a flat and unobstructed 8ft by 8ft surface

Engineering Analysis:
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The DC Boost (shown in the schematic above) converts the 12v battery output
into a 24v output for the rated motor voltage. The simulation shows the input
voltage as red, the output as blue, and several other internal points as various
other colors.
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A Freescale microcontroller
(MC9S12DT256), above, is used for
generating the PWM signals used for
controlling the motors. Wireless
transmission will be handled by a pair
of TelosB wireless motes from
Crossbow. An RS-232 serial
communication bus is used between
the microprocessor and wireless mote.
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The flowchart shown above presents
the stages undertaken while
transforming a user command into a
physical motion of the robotic
platform. In this case two motor
modules are controlled by a single
user.

Results and Analysis:
The RP1 platform utilizes one motor
module to carry all the electronic
equipment as well as the 1kg payload.

Core Group Members:

•Working PCBs
•Un-tethered power
•Automatic alignment of wheels to home position
•Microcontroller is able to generate all necessary signals for control
•Utilize encoder feedback to maintain accurate control
(Listed as Left to Right, Top to Bottom)
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